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With a centralized vacuum cleaner you can get the 

best suction, with the new accessories you get 

the maximum effi ciency.

Quality details To simplify use Respecting 
the surfaces

Increase
functionality

Natural Accessories ...The peak 
of centralized vacuum systems

With a centralized vacuum cleaner you can get the

best suction, with the new accessories you get 

the maximum effi ciency.

For a healthy home!
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The new Natural Trendy brushes by Sistem Air respect all 

surfaces, even the most delicate ones, guaranteeing superior 

cleaning and long-lasting durability.

A more effective cleaning means reducing the proliferation of 

mites and other allergens, improving the healthiness of envir-

onments.

Healthier environments allow a better quality of life in them 

and this particularly, such as children and the elderly.

The design of the new brushes is functional due to their simpli-

city of use: specifi c shapes, with bumper profi les and joints 

that facilitate reaching the most hidden points.

For even more effective cleaning.

The best accessories for the best results

NATURAL BRISTLES

STOP MITES ALLERGENS

HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTS

DESIGN
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The attention that Sistem Air dedicates to all 

its products cannot be overlooked towards 

accessories: they represent the fi nal element 

of the system, completing the quality of the 

system and  contributing to increased ef-

fectiveness of the cleaning compared with 

traditional portable vacuum cleaners. The 

Natural Trendy range is designed to make 

using the centralized vacuum system even 

more advantageous: these are brushes made 

using quality materials, with movements that 

simplify everyday use, making cleaning 

faster and making it possible to safeguard ob-

jects and the surfaces with which they come 

into contact. Each brush offers deep longer 

lasting, more easily achieved cleaning: a 

small revolution that deserves the Sistem Air 

name.

BEST
USE,
HARDWEARING

NEW NATURAL 
BRISTLES:

delicate on every 
surface

NATURAL TRENDY
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NATURAL TRENDY

DOUBLE USE Brush With joint and bumpers

Thanks to the bristles mounted on the retractable comb, which can 
be operated with a simple press of the foot, this brush is suitable for use 
both on carpets (with bristles retracted) and on traditional fl oors (lowered 
bristles). The rounded shape and the generous rubber bumper iedge 
prevent it from marking particularly delicate walls or furniture, while the 
chromed support surface facilitates sliding and gives it greater strength. 
The double movement joint makes it extremely easy to handle.

Delicate on carpets Effi cient on hard surfaces

Natural double fl oor-carpet brush

Art. 7736.0

DUAL MOTIONDUAL MOTION

NATURAL TRENDY
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PARQUET brush With full-movable joint and felt

This parquet brush represents a real innovation: it has a easy 
gliding surface over the parquet, while the absence of the tra-
ditional felt front tape prevents dust from accumulating without 
being vacuumed. Additional features: no bristles, 180 ° folding 
joint and felt inserts for polishing the fl oor.

Low thickness, for the maximum ease of use

Natural parquet brush

 Art. 7735.0
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FLOOR Brush With joint and natural bristles

The softness of the bristles and the thickness of the comb are 
the real strength of this brush, which caresses the surfaces, leaving 
no escape for dust. The side wheels lighten its glide, while the
rear roller prevents the bristles from bending and reducing their 
effectiveness over time. The dual movement joint allows access 
anywhere.

The soft bristles allow you to get deep into the 

fl oor joints.

Impeccable on smooth fl oors

30 cm Natural Floor brush

 Art. 7747.1

DUAL MOTIONDUAL MOTION

NATURAL TRENDY
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MATTRESS Brush With joint and velvet

Ideal for sofas and upholstery

The large, adjustable comb is completely covered 
with velvet, ensuring the maximum effi ciency of this 
brush, able to best express the suction power of the 
Sistem Air power units.

90°

Perfect adherence on curved surfaces

Natural mattress brush and upholstery

 Art. 7744.0
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DUSTING Brush With natural bristles

Again, this brush comes from the idea of creating an ac-
cessory that is delicate on furniture surfaces, where it 
is mainly used, and able to reach every corner, thanks to 
the triangle shape. The amplitude of the suction mouth
delivers an optimum fl ow of air, for a better suction perfor-
mance, and reduces the phenomenon of bending of the 
bristles, which would reduce effectiveness of the brush itself. 

It reaches everywhere with the utmost precision Light and manageable on furniture

Dusting brush with bristles Natural

 Art. 7743.0

NATURAL TRENDY
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Nozzle for corners 

The new nozzle for corners can reach the most hidden points of 
the house: behind furniture, in crevices, bookcases, etc. 
The wider than normal suction mouth greater allows better 
suction power,  increasing the effectiveness of the cleaning just 
where it is more diffi cult to get into with the vacuum cleaner. 

Better reach 

Gets everywhere

Gets into gaps, cavities and the most diffi cult places  

Natural Nozzle for corners

Art. 7745.0

MAXI SIZE:
35 cm!
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CLOTHES Brush With natural bristles 

This clothes brush, thanks to the natural bristles and vel-
vet bottom, removes dust, mites, fi bers and allergens which 
get deposited on clothes surfaces . An An extremely impor-
tant operation, which can’t be done with traditional vacuum 
cleaners, but is extremely effective when done with the 
centralized system.

Delicate on fabrics 

Natural brush with bristles 

Art. 7742.0

NATURAL TRENDY
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RADIATOR Brush

Eliminates dust from radiator elements 

Combined with the corner nozzle, it allows 
the extraction of dust that settles between the 
elements of radiators and designer home 
radiators. 
An operation which, conducted regularly, sig-
nifi cantly increases the healthiness of the 
rooms, because it cleans up the heating sur-
faces that create air circulation.

Natural radiator brush

 Art. 7746.0

Reaches anywhere 
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It is connected to the suction system and allows the ashes to be 

kept cold, preventing them from entering the plant piping. It is made 

of stainless steel and has wheels for easy handling. 

Inside there is a fi reproof fabric fi lter, which offers a wide fi ltering 

surface and reduces maintenance requirements. 

It is supplied with a system connec-

tion pipe clip. It is advisable to use a 

tube dedicated to the ash suction. 

Liquid separator Ash vacuum separator
Allows the suction of liquids in absolute safety, thanks to 

the fl oat, that once the container is fi lled (21 L capacity), 

blocks the suction fl ow, preventing liquids from reaching 

the system pipes. It is made of plastic and comes com-

plete with a brush with rubber spatulas. Thanks to the 

wheels it can be transported easily. Also in this case it is 

supplied with pipe connector for the system connec-

tion, and it is advisable to use a tube dedicated to 

the suction of liquids. 

TO COMPLETE CLEANING 

Art. 7033.7 Art. 7033.0

NATURAL TRENDY
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It allows the comfort of the ON / OFF command without having electric 

wires running along the pipe. 

Thanks to this feature Flisy is a unique product of Sistem Air, and it is: 

Flisy: wireless ON / OFF system 

INTEGRATED ENDLESS ULTRALIGHT

extra-thin compact 

design

always works, even with 

low battery

compared to the

previous generation

With Flisy turn on and off, your central vacuum 

cleaner becomes comfortable and practical. 

There is no need to go to the suction socket: 

the central vacuum unit is controlled by 

the button on the handle, with assured sig-

nal reception and the safety of the impossibility 

of an accidental start of the system. 

Wireless

LifetimeL
guaranteeegg eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

Elettronica garantita a vita
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Sistem Air
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